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UX Research Study

Will put the appropriate date

We want to create an automated 
dashboard for registered users to visit this 
Application and place orders seamlessly. 
Verizon Partner Solutions is a 35 years 

 Old application where in due time fields 
have been added and removed. 

 However this has resulted in the 
application being long and time 
consuming.

 We want to create an experience where 
users can place orders in a swift manner

 And monitor the progress of the order 
through the newly developed dashboard.

We are trying to find out about the 
features the users prefer when placing 
the  Order like navigation and time 
taken to complete each order. This will 
help us to  Enhance the application 
accordingly.

Verizon partner solutions 
CEO and CFO, Clients

Renju Chandran, UX Researcher and 
Designer, Webzonee Consulting. 

Email : reeverenju@webzonee.ne

Creating an automated Dashboard for 
placing B2B orders in an efficient way

Introduction: 

Title1 Background Goal5 6

Stakeholders3

Date4

Author2

Research Questions:

1.How is the overall navigation experience while placing an order?


2. How long did it take to complete an individual order?


3. How can we improve the steps while ordering?


4. How easy is the checkout process?


5. Are there any pain points experienced through the process?

Key Performance Indicators(KPIs

1. Time on task: How much time is spent on placing one order


2. Conversion rate : How many orders are placed in one day


3. User error rates: How often does a user get stuck while placing the order


4. System usability scale: A questionnaire for user feedback



 Moderated usable Study

 Location : United States 

 Date : Sessions will take place between xxx and xxx

 5 registered users will place an order through the newly developed dashboard

 The users will then complete the questionnaire on their experience.

 5. Each session will last 20-25 mins

 Participants are anyone who are registered users who have placed orders in the past at 

least once aweek.

 They need to reside in metropolitan and suburban areas.

 Their age should be between 18-62

 They should include a fairly even distribution of genders across the spectrum and 

people with different abilities including assistive technologies, visual impairment, 

auditory impairment and non fluent in English.

Prompt 1: Create a profile from the home screen.


Prompt 1 follow up: how easy or difficult was it to create a profile? Is thereanything you would change 

about the process?


Prompt 2: Start placing the order.


Prompt 2 follow up: how easy or difficult was it to complete this? Is thereanything you would change?


Prompt 3: Confirm your order and complete the checkout process


Prompt 3 follow up: how easy or difficult was it to complete the process?Is there anything you would 

change?


Have the participant complete the System Usability Scale. They will be asked to score the following 5 

items with one of five responses that range from from strongly agree to strongly disagree

UX Research Study
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